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PARKER MANNERS

As you may already be aware, the academy places a great emphasis on the quality and

impact of the boys' behaviour. This is a community schoolwith a long and cherished heritage

including our Christian traditions. To be a Parker Boy is to respect and meet the high

standardsof behaviour expected by our community.

At the start of the New Year, all the boys were reminded of the importance of our 9 Parker

Manners - a list of positive actions which we ask all members of the Academy to uphold.

These are listed in full on sheet accompanyingthis letter.

The main focus for all boys and teachers this term is for students to, "respond immediately
and in an appropriate manner to staff instructions." Your son can be awarded with a ticket
by staff when he demonstrates this particular Parker Manner and this is then entered in a

weekly prize draw for each House. This is intended to celebrate success and to acknowledge

the boys who respond so well, thereby enabling learning to take place and progress to be

made.

We would be very grateful if you would endorse the Parker Manners, reminding your son

about these, perhaps displaying the Parker Manners and reinforcing these when your son is

respectful, polite and helpful at home.

You can find further details about our Parker Manners on our website. Thank you for
supporting the Academy's drive to ensure that all our boys are prepared for the next stage

of their lives by being the kind of polite, respectful and tolerant young men we would all

wish them to be.

Yours faithfully
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